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To whom it may concern,

Please see below my response to the assessment of Exmouth Gulf:

1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or
identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

I am a marine scientist, with a particular research focus on manta rays. In the
Exmouth Gulf region, aerial surveys, photo-ID and satellite tracking data have
confirmed that large numbers of reef manta rays Manta alfredi access these
waters. Unfortunately very little concentrated research has been conducted in this
region for manta rays. Using opportunistic citizen scientist and researcher focused
photo-ID efforts, 189 different individual rays have been identified in the Gulf, with
216 sightings between 2004 and 2018. The majority of these sightings were of
foraging events, however courtship and cleaning station attendance has also been
observed. Most sightings are seasonal, but have spanned between the months of
April to October. In addition, satellite tagging of manta rays conducted in Bateman
Bay in Ningaloo Reef in May 2016 and in Exmouth Gulf in October 2016,
confirmed links between Exmouth gulf and the world heritage listed areas of
Ningaloo Reef marine park and Shark Bay marine parks. This connectivity and
long distance movements by this species suggests Exmouth Gulf may be an
important regional aggregation site for this species. Please see attached a
publication resulting from these findings.

Both species of manta rays are listed as Vulnerable to Extinction on the IUCN
Redlist of Threatened Species and are listed on the Convention of Migratory
Species (CMS), to which Australia is a signatory and which affords them
protection in Commonwealth waters. In addition, manta ray species are valued
globally as the basis of a multimillion-dollar ecotourism industry, and most notably
for the proposed development site, have significant tourism value locally along the
Ningaloo coastline. Ensuring the protection of these species and their habitats is a
conservation priority, and needs to be duly addressed in any future proposals and
marine megafauna management plans.

2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Manta ray research is the focus of my activities in and around the Exmouth Gulf.
Each year our research team surveys the Gulf to obtain photo IDs of the visiting
manta rays to improve our understanding of the importance of this area to their
regional movements and habitat use.

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth
Gulf?

There is a real concern that large scale industrialisation (beginning with the
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